0141-0768/87/ 012774-02/$02.00/0 g) 1987 The Royal Society of Medicine On 6 December 1917,the French Ship Mont Blanc collided with the Belgian Relief Ship IMO in the Halifax Narrows. The Mont Blanc carried a cargo of 3000 tons of picric acid. gun-cotton and TNT. The ensuing fire caused a horrendous explosion, the Mont Blanc being blown into small pieces, some of which landed over 3} miles away. Great numbers of people were watching the fire on the ships at the time of the explosion and almost 200 people alone were blinded by fiying glass. Practically the whole of the city of Halifax and part of the town of Dartmouth on the opposite shore were destroyed in a moment of time. This was Canada's greatest disaster.
Some twenty years ago, I was preparing a comparison chart of the nature and type of casualties in largescale disasters. I wanted to compare the medical workload of the Texas City disaster of 1947with that of the Halifax explosion of1917. Repeated searches of the archives in Halifax and Ottawa, however, failed to uncover the medical history of the Halifax explosion -attributed to Dr D Fraser-Harris (Professor of Physiology, Dalhousie University).
A recent study by some colleagues, who are researching the history of Camp Hill Hospital, Halifax, has thrown some light on the subject. Apparently Professor Fraser-Harris became ill in early 1918 and returned to his native Scotland where he died the same year. One may conclude that this history was probably never completed (0 Maclnearney, personal communication).
However, an interim medical report by F McKelvey Bell was found. McKelvey Bell undertook the command and control of the whole medical effort in the disaster. His casualty figures are probably more accurate than those reported in the press of the day, a fact noted by F T Tooke l in his estimate of ophthalmic casualties published in 1918. Bell's interim report listed 1500 killed and 5000 injured, of whom 1000were seriously injured. He indicated that the final count of eye injuries (which were commonplace, as many people had been viewing the fire on the stricken vessels in the harbour from their windows) was 187 with serious eye injuries, 41 being totally blinded, 87 with injuries to one eye and 61 cases referred to as doubtful [sic] .
Bell reported that five hospitals and military depots were severely damaged. Cogswell Street Military Depot, nearest to the scene of the disaster, took the brunt of the casualties. Camp Hill Hospital had only minor damage and admitted over 1400 casualties. A tented hospital was erected rapidly, but no casualty could be induced to go there, mainly because of the severe blizzard that occurred on the day of the tragedy.
Eight emergency hospitals were opened between 6 and 10 December and did not close down until January 1918. The US ship Old Colony was turned into a hospital ship and took over 150casualties.
Bell gives no complete breakdown of the nature and type of the casualties apart from the notes on eye injuries. He provides us with a list of fractures reported by a radiologist (dated 24 January 1918), noting that the returns are incomplete. This is as follows: Bell also mentions that a check of amputations by a social worker who visited hospitals and homes was as follows: upper extremities 13; lower extremities 12; total 25. There are no other data in this interim medical report except for a notation of the total number of dressings (presumably minor casualties treated at dressing stations and homes). Twelve dressing stations were set up throughout the city. It is unfortunate indeed that we have no detailed medical history of Canada's largest and most notable disaster, which occurred 70 years ago and was handled so well by the medical groups of that period.
McKelvey Bell concluded his report by making a number of prophetic suggestions for future contingencies.
(1) The linking up of the medical services with all voluntary aid associations such as the Red Cross, VADs, St John Ambulance Brigade, Victoria Order of Nurses, Independent Order of Daughters of the Empire, etc., in order to obtain coordination of effort.
(2) The standardization of hospital equipment throughout Canada.
(3)That complete units of 40 beds be ready for emergency call, the equipment to include the necessary stationery.
(4)That supplies be packed, if possible, in stout plain wooden boxes with rope handles and screw-down lids of one-man load weight and contents plainly marked on all sides. (5) That a complete emergency medical and surgical outfit of weight and bulk that could be carried on a passenger motor car, together with a medical officer, nurse and orderly, be always on hand so that it might be ready for immediate use.
(6) That a scheme for the organization of 'First Aid Posts' and the mobilization of their personnel be prepared, their instruction to be carried out by the AMC Training Depot. (7) The registration of hospitals and public buildings together with their approximate accommodation so that they might be handed over to the medical authorities on demand.
Undoubtedly Bell would have been pleased to note that his suggestions have borne fruit. In the 70 years since the disaster, emergency services in Canada are part of the Provincial Health Services, hospitals and staff exercise their disaster contingency plans annually, and Canada has a massive national medical stockpile designed to meet the needs of wartime and peacetime disaster.
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